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living color

In	a	world	dominated	by	safe	beiges	and	subtle	prints,	meet	Karen	Bow,	a	Darien	
designer	who	isn’t	afraid	to	lay	on	the	color.
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For many of us, color is an afterthought, a splash of brightness 
hastily tossed into our design scheme with a throw pillow or 
a vase of fresh flowers, but rarely do we commit to the degree 

that interior designer and homeowner Karen Bow has. For her, color 
itself is the lightning rod around which her entire house hums, as 
integral as electricity. 

“Everyone who comes into my home says, ‘Wow, this is so happy; 
I wish I had the courage to do it,’” says Bow, who majored in set de-
sign and unleashed her flair for the dramatic in the recent renovation 
of her four-bedroom Dutch Colonial in Darien. Not unlike the process 
of creating a finely tuned Broadway production, her play of pattern 
upon pattern, hue upon hue, is marked by precision and deliberate-
ness. Elements and shades echo each other, from the family room’s 
Thomas Paul taupe-and-chocolate linen drapery fabric moonlighting 
in the breakfast nook to the magenta diamond-blocked David Hicks 
drapes holding court in both the living and dining rooms. “I love the 

opening spread: Minimal color and 
decoration in the foyer keep the focus on the 

linear view. this page: Jane was instantly 
captivated by the Old-World feel of floor-
to-ceiling bookshelves in a friend’s dining 

room and recreated them in her own. “They 
bring so much warmth to the space,” says the 

author. High-gloss paint was applied to the 
ceiling the old-fashioned way, rather than by 

using a more efficient spray method. “I was 
after a natural, imperfect look,” she says.

left: In the home office, a Jonathan Adler floor lamp and custom-designed Given Campbell 
wallpaper amplify the sofa’s electric blue Maharam fabric. The artwork is by Amy Vischio. 
right: Circular repeats in a Saarinen table, podlike side chairs and a custom built-in soften 
the room’s sharp edges. below: From accent pillows to flowers and even the books on her coffee 
table, all the little details in Bow’s home make a big impact. 
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“I couldn’t bear to get rid of my antique 
refectory table and had a wood top 

made to elongate it,” Jane says. It now 
seats up to sixteen guests for casual 

Sunday suppers.

above: The mini-subway tile backsplash is made 
of stainless steel. left: Bow’s favorite vintage 
painting, purchased from Dovecote, brightens the 
eating area. opposite page: Hand-blown pink 
pendant lights and a Tootsie Roll painting by 
Todd Lim add candy-shop kitsch.

movement that colors and graphics create to make your eyes dance around 
the room,” Bow says, “yet in the chaos there is an overall calmness.” 

Bow might just as well be speaking about herself. “I am a lesson in con-
tradiction, just like my house,” she says, grinning. “In lieu of a midlife crisis 
I decided to just go for it and apply my personal philosophies to designing 
these rooms.” Some of those mantras involve ignoring naysayers, listening 
to your instincts and taking big risks. For the young girl who once trans-
formed her dingy New York City basement apartment into a kaleidoscopic 
shoebox with bodega-bought paisley contact paper, bright makeshift curtains 
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left: Glassware pops against a pink-lacquered bar. below: The pool 
cabana’s daisy wallpaper is by Given Campbell. Look familiar?  
Your eyes don’t deceive you: This pool house was a 2011 A-List finalist.  
right: Beneath an Emmemobili Wenge dining table and Danish  
modern chairs, the petals of an ABC carpet mirror the ceiling’s  
Broadway theater-inspired fleur-de-lis motif, created by Michael  
Yedowitz of Wainscott Solutions, who is also responsible for  
the wall treatment.
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and glossy painted floors, her commitment to uplifting spaces remains 
refreshingly constant.

Though her budget was sizably larger this time around, renovating 
the home she’d bought sixteen years ago when her daughter Melanie 
was born presented a familiar challenge: maximize every inch of a 
relatively petite 2,500 square-foot canvas. Down came the wall be-
tween the living and dining room so the family could enjoy the view 
of the fourteen-foot Christmas tree they have delivered each year by 
the Darien Fire Department. Doorways were widened to create a 
better flow for entertaining. Out went the attic to create the ultimate 
teenager’s loft: a chic downstairs bedroom for Melanie with a ladder to 

Cole & Son tree wallpaper, whose branches are mimicked in the mantel’s nests, lends organic edge to the living room. A giant hand chair is a favorite resting spot for  
Bow’s pets and tipsy party guests. Vintage pink Mohair X-benches introduce a bit of Hollywood glamour.

“A	guest	said,	‘When	I	walk in here	I	don’t	know	
where	to	look first!’	I	take	that	as	a	compliment.”	  

—karen bow
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a TV lounge-study saturated in Jonathan Adler optimism.
Because the family keeps their pool open from April through No-

vember and their hot tub bubbles year round, a clever fourteen-
by-fourteen pool cabana was added, accessible through the kitchen’s 
eating area and via a private outdoor entrance. Bow’s husband Tom 
was the mastermind behind an ingenious storage space beneath the 
cabana’s floors. But was the pool house’s fuchsia palette—not to men-
tion the intoxicating waves of peony, hot pink and raspberry radiating 
throughout their home—vetted by him? “I didn’t just come in and 
paint all the walls pink,” laughs Bow. “It was all a family effort,” 
she says, adding that Tom put his own stamp on their bedroom by

A custom-made mega 
sectional in heavy linen by 
Moura Starr, vintage club 

chairs and a crystal-topped 
Brazilian wood custom 

coffee table provide a sooth-
ing backdrop for shocking 

bursts of pink. The fire-
place’s stacked stonework 

is modeled after the home’s 
exterior retaining wall.
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choosing its graphic-print curtains in a black and white Maharam 
fabric. 

Given the rainbow that envelops Bow’s home, one might not be 
able to catch its more humorous nuances upon first visit. But look 
more closely and you’ll find yourself smiling. “I designed some of the 
rooms to have a double entendre,” Bow says mischievously. Take the 
handmade chain wallpaper in her office that she collaborated on with 
Given Campbell, a tongue-in-cheek nod to being chained to one’s 
work, or the egg-shaped sinks and bathtub in a master bath papered 
with Osborne & Little’s fertile pink flamingos. 

Even the sign on Bow’s bathroom door, a playful take on the his-
and-hers bathroom, is something of an inside joke. “I put it in decals 
so I could change it to Karen + Mot if we get divorced,” she says, 
giggling. But don’t take her at her word. Karen and Tom have been 

above: A graphic Madeline Weinrib pillow dresses up an 1800’s antique Tulip Bed.  
Lola, the family’s eleven-year-old Pekingese, finds the perfect perch on a vintage pouf.  
A metal sculpture mirror by C. Jeré adds shimmer. below right: A vintage Lucite lamp sits 
atop an HB Home nightstand. left: With its Manuel Canovas wallpaper, Jonathan Adler 
buffet-turned-dresser, vintage glass chandelier and flea market perfume poster, the master 
bedroom takes on notes of a French boudoir.
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“A	house	should	be	a	home.	I’m	not	interested	in	perfect...
it’s	too	stressful.”		

—jane green

together since they were high-school sweethearts in Ohio, and it gives us 
further insight into the charming complexities of the designer. “I don’t be-
lieve in marriage, yet I’m happily married to the only man I’ve ever been 
with,” she says, exposing one more contradiction in her life. “I love chaos 
and I love order. I broke every rule in raising my daughter, and I broke 
every rule when I designed this house, yet both turned out wonderfully.” 

So what’s next for the woman imbued with as many complex shades 

left: The Waterworks master 
bath gets a lively jolt from its 
fine-feathered wallpaper.  
right: “This guest room is for 
my gay theater friends who visit 
from the city,” Bow says of its 
Manhattan-mod orange and 
gold Jonathan Adler wallpaper, 
Dwell Studio fabric shades, 
vintage ceiling fixture and 
platform bed.
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Kitchen Coordinator: Rami Affie, Deane, 203-972-8893,  

kitchensbydeane.com

Michael Yedowitz of Wainscott Solutions, 860-354-3638, 

wainscottsolutions.com

Various wallpapers: Given Campbell Handprinted Wallpaper,  

813-417-5393, givencampbell.com 

Architect: Jim Denno, Jim Denno Design, 203-882-8755,  

jimdennodesign.com

Home Works Representative: Cheryl Reagan, Home Works,  

914-934-0907, homeworksny.com

Various artworks: Amy Vischio, mixed media fine art, 203-257-9161

While Melanie’s bedroom  
and TV study-lounge is a true 
confection with its Jonathan 
Adler custom lollipop rug,  
custom tropical punch X-bench 
and candy-striped Design-
ers Guild shades, the well-
appointed quarters are highly 
functional. “My daughter loves 
things that are bold but  
sensible,” says Bow. “We  
managed to accomplish both.”
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as her home’s interior? “My daughter is redesigning our basement to 
turn it into a music studio,” says Bow excitedly. “She’s doing it all 
herself...she has a great eye.” What will be its main attraction? “Orange 
leather walls,” laughs Bow, pretending not to notice that her colorful 
genes have set the stage for a fabulous second act.                             ah

resources

Karen Bow Interiors, 914-953-1517

Renovation: Peter Julian, Rock Shelter Landscape Design & Construction, 

914-533-7124, rockshelterldc.com 

Wallpaper hanger: Rich Mead, Rich Wall Covering, 203-223-8621      
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